
We are excited about our upcoming litter, due around September 12, 
2020. Our goal is to breed sound and healthy dogs with great 
temperaments and place them in performance/show homes or active 
households where they will be included in family activities and kept 
busy.  A busy PWD is a happy PWD, and happy PWDs (and families) 
are the primary objective! 

Suzanne is a member of the Portuguese Water Dog Club of America 
and the Pacific Northwest Portuguese Water Dog Club, serving as a 
PWDCA water trial judge.   Jan's hobbies are golf and the guitar, but 
he takes an active role in caring for the dogs.  
When we have an occasional litter, Jan is an 
excellent puppy midwife.  

Lookout Portuguese Water Dogs is recognized by the American Kennel 
Club as a Breeder of Merit. 

 “Kodi” (Seaworthy's Lookout Here I Come TKN) will be the 
dam of this litter.  Kodi is a 3-1/2-year old irish-marked, wavy.  
She is 17.5-inches tall and weighs 36 pounds.  Kodi is a 
sound, smaller girl with nice balanced movement, a 
beautifully textured wavy coat and gorgeous dark, expressive 
eyes.  She excels at whatever venues we train her in and 
loves to learn new things.  She LOVES to swim, has a high 
prey drive and likes to chase things (birds, squirrels...) but 
can also be sweet and cuddly.  We had hoped to finish her 
championship and earn some agility titles with her this spring 
and summer, but that plan was interrupted by the Covid19 
pandemic.  Kodi's health clearances can be found here.

The sire of the litter will be Luciano (BISS BIS RBIS GCHG 
Marinellas Smooth Criminal at ArkAngel).  Lu is a 4-year old black 
curly and is a very accomplished show dog.  Even as a pup, Lu 
displayed a showy and confident attitude and rock solid 
temperament.  He finished his Championship at a young age and 
became the youngest PWD on record to win an American Kennel 
Club Best in Show at the age of 14 months!  Since then he has 
earned many more accolades in the show ring including several 
more Best in Show awards.  Lu has achieved his success in the 
show ring with his owner Laura Thost handling him.  Laura 
describes Lu as bold, comical and curious, with the willingness and 
intelligence to do anything asked of him. He has sired several 
litters previously.  Luciano's health clearances can be found here.

https://www.ofa.org/advanced-search?appnum=1889777
https://www.ofa.org/advanced-search?f=sr&appnum=1799142
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